OCTOBER 14, 2016 HEARINGS

SETTLEMENT AGREEMENTS

41914 ADAM SMITH DBA - SMITH POULTRY EQUIPMENT $2,000.00
22761 CLASS ACT HOMES, INC. DBA - CLASS ACT CABINETS $1,100.00
42715 CLAUDIO HERNANDEZ DBA - MORALES CONSTRUCTION $1,600.00
42724 BRETT KELLY DBA - KBK CONSTRUCTION, LLC $1,200.00
39787 RVP CONSTRUCTION, INC. $12,000.00
17927 MIKE W. ROSE DBA - CHAMPION DRYWALL $2,500.00
31488 MARIO CENOBIO MASONRY, INC $1,200.00
42727 ERNESTO BATRES DBA - ERNESTO'S PAINTING $800.00
33344 WENSESĽAO H. CENOBIO DBA - WASHING LOCO $1,000.00
12033 BURDG, DUNHAM & ASSOCIATES CONSTRUCTION CORP. $200.00
42665 STRAIGHTLINE PAINT CO., LLC $600.00
39938 BLAZING HOGS CONSTRUCTION LLC $5,000.00
2603 JIM WOOD COMPANY, INC. $900.00 reduced to $500.00 if no further violations for 2 years